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Fluency and effective interaction in 
a foreign language: How can we
assess them?



Speaking complex and multi-faceted skill to assess

Models of communcicative competence
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Canale and Swain (1980); Canale (1983)



Rating scales

• The rating scale represents the test construct – or the aspects of the 
spoken performance – that we aim to measure

• The scale typically has descriptors of the performance that test-takers are 
expected to achieve at different levels

• Raters place the test-taker’s performance at a level on the rating scale

• Assessing the speaking construct is subjective (McNamara, 1996)

• Enhancing inter-rater reliability important
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Qualitative aspects of spoken language use 
(Common European Framework of Reference for Languages) 
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(Council of Europe, 2001, p. 28)



What is fluency?

• Broad or narrow conceptualization of fluency (Lenon, 1990)

• Broad: fluency = proficiency 

• “mastery and ease of acquired second language performance” (Faerch et al., 1984)

• Narrow: fluency = flow of language

• “temporal variables related to quantity, rate, pausing, and language repairs” (Blake, 2006)
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CEFR
“Can express him/herself spontaneously at length 
with a natural colloquial flow, avoiding or 
backtracking around any difficulty so smoothly that 
the interlocutor is hardly aware of it.”



Why focus on fluency?

• Predicts holistic perceptions of 
proficiency levels (Ginther et al., 
2010)

• Suggests task difficulty

• Indicates the process of 
grammatical, phonological, and 
lexical speech production
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Fluency and holistic perceptions of proficiency levels

• Easy to identify
• ...even in a language that you do not understand

• Associated with ease or some kind of speech production problem
• ...even though the listener may not pinpoint immediately what the problem is

• Leading to increased attention or to loss of interest
• ...slow delivery with many pauses waters down the message
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Fluency and holistic perceptions of proficiency levels

Most salient parameters of language fluency:

• Speech rate: number of syllables/speech time (Lehtonen, 1981; Lennon, 1984; 

Freed, 1995)

• Mean length of run: mean number of syllables between two pauses (Towel 

et al., 1996)
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Less salient (mixed results)

• Length of number pauses (filled & unfilled)

• strong correlations with filled pauses (Rhode, 1985; Lennon, 1990) 

• no correlation with filled nor unfilled pauses (Kormos & Denes, 2004)

(Ginther, 2012)



What causes disfluency? 

•Plan what you want to utter based 
on:

• your life experience

• knowledge of the topic

•cultural experiences

•knowledge of the 
domain/situation 

Conceptual 
planning

•Retrieve all the language elements 
you need to realize the utterance:

•Vocabulary (lexical items)

•Morphology (inflection, 
derviation)

•Syntax

Formulating
•Realize the utterance by activating:

•Sounds associated with planned 
words

•Speech apparatus needed for 
articulation (vocal folds, mouth 
cavity, muscles, tongue)

Articulating 
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L1/l2

mostly L2



What causes disfluency? 

•Plan what you want to utter based 
on:

• your life experience

• knowledge of the topic

•cultural experiences

•knowledge of the 
domain/situation 

Conceptual 
planning

•Retrieve all the language elements 
you need to realize the utterance:

•Vocabulary (lexical items)

•Morphology (inflection, 
derivation)

•Syntax

Formulating
•Realize the utterance by activating:

•Sounds associated with planned 
words

•Speech apparatus needed for 
articulation (vocal folds, mouth 
cavity, muscles, tongue)

Articulating 
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Task difficulty
Range: vocabulary
Accuracy: grammar use 
and complexity

Phonology: sound 
production



What to consider?

Task

Topic familiarity is essential

Cultural discrimination affects response

More than one task increases reliability

Preparation time affects fluency

Fluency patterns differ in interactive 
and monologic tasks

Production

Individual differences in speech 
production exist

Fluency patterns tend to be transferred 
from L1 (De Jong, 2012)

The place of disfluency can tell us about 
the type of difficulty (De Jong, 2012)

Fast speech rate doesn’t always mean 
comprehensible speech (Fulcher, 1987; 
2003)

Lack of fluency become apparent when 
more than one type of disfluency 
occurs.

Development

Activate topical/situational knowledge

Activate adequate vocabulary

4/3/2 activities: Timed activities that 
promote fluency

Automatize the speech production 
process
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Spoken interaction in the CEFR

• “In interactive activities the language user acts alternately as speaker and 
listener with one or more interlocutors so as to construct conjointly, 
through the negotiation of meaning following the co-operative principle, 
conversational discourse.” (Council of Europe, 2001, p. 73)

• “Interaction, which involves two or more parties co-constructing
discourse, is central in the CEFR scheme of language use” 
(Council of Europe, 2018, p. 70)

• ”Interaction is also fundamental in learning. The CEFR scales for 
interaction strategies reflect this with scales for turn-taking, cooperating 
(= collaborative strategies) and asking for clarification . These basic 
interaction strategies are as important in collaborative learning as they are 
in real world communication. (Council of Europe, 2018, p. 70)
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Interactional competence (IC)

• Communicative competence  interactional competence (IC)

• Individual, cognitive focus  social view of language competence

• “Therefore, the most fundamental difference between interactional and 
communicative competence is that IC is not about what one person knows; 
it is about what a participant in a discursive practice does together with 
others.” (Young, 2019, p. 98).
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Definition of IC

”The ability to co-construct interaction in a purposeful and meaningful way, 
taking into account sociocultural and pragmatic dimensions of the speech
situation and event.” (Galaczi & Taylor, 2018, p. 226)

• Turn management

• Topic management

• Non-verbal behaviour

• Breakdown repair

• Interactive listening

See Figure 1 in Galaczi & Taylor (2018, p. 227) for a visual representation of IC
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1. Interaction with an examiner/teacher, often in the form of a structured one-to-
one interview

2. Interaction with one or more test-takers/students, including interactive tasks 
such as role plays and conversations 

• In Sweden: mandatory oral national test in English since 1998 in 
compulsory school (grade 9) and 2000 in upper secondary school 
• The test task: a conversation in which students speak about, develop their 

thoughts on, and discuss a given topic, on their own and in interaction with 
others (spoken production and interaction)

• See example: https://www.gu.se/nationella-prov-frammande-sprak/prov-och-
bedomningsstod-i-engelska/engelska-6-gymnasiet/exempel-pa-uppgiftstyper-
for-engelska-6#Focus-Speaking

Interactive speaking test formats

https://www.gu.se/nationella-prov-frammande-sprak/prov-och-bedomningsstod-i-engelska/engelska-6-gymnasiet/exempel-pa-uppgiftstyper-for-engelska-6#Focus-Speaking


• Introduce new topics and connect topics with what had previously been said

• Develop own and partner’s ideas

• Ask questions and follow-up questions that help extend topics under development

Topic development moves

• Show listener support and interest

• Provide verbal confirmations and back-channeling

• Ask for and give clarification/explanation; solve problems in interaction

Interactive listening strategies

• Ability to initiate and maintain discourse

• Intervene appropriately

• ’Conversational fluency’   

Turn-taking management

(Borger, 2019)

Features of interaction raters are looking at



Lower proficiency levels

Test-takers mainly develop 
their own topics and rarely 

contribute to the development 
of their partner’s ideas

Higher proficiency levels

The ability to develop topics in 
a mutual manner and across 

several turns increases 

(Galaczi, 2014, p. 569) 
Conversation analysis of test performances 

from Cambridge English speaking tests

Topic development moves



Negative features noted by examiners

”Provides noticeably brief/minimal 
responses that do not effectively develop 

the interaction and/or do not provide 
reasons” 

”Takes an overly passive role and not asking 
partner questions”

Positive features noted by examiners

”Extends own idea by explaining, 
elaborating, justifying and/or providing 

examples”

”Actively invites partner in by asking for 
opinion”

(Nakatsuhara et al, 2018, p. 24)

Maintain and develop interaction



Lower proficiency levels

Test-takers provided limited 
listener support

Higher proficiency levels

Test-takers had developed their 
ability to act as supportive 

listeners by using substantive 
confirmations of comprehension

(Galaczi, 2014, p. 570) 
Conversation analysis of test performances 

from Cambridge English speaking tests

Listener support moves



Negative features noted by examiners

”Brief/minimal response to 
partner/acknowledgment of what partner 

said”

“Gives own opinion rather than linking/ 
meaningfully responding to/picking up on 

what partner has said”

Positive features noted by examiners

”Able to respond in a manner which 
indicates comprehension”

”Links contribution to partner’s in a way 
that develops the topic across turns 

(co-constructing with partner)”

(Nakatsuhara et al, 2018, p. 19)

Responding to partner



Negative features noted by examiners

”Engages in extended turns that are
monologic, rather than dialogic”

”Dominates the interaction, interrupting
etc. and making it difficult for partner to 

fully participate”

Positive features noted by examiners
”Effectively turn-takes; sharing the floor”

(Nakatsuhara et al., 2018. p. 24)

Turn-taking strategies



Resource for assessing and giving feedback on IC
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• Checklist of IC features

• Accompanying description

• Feedback for learners

Learning Oriented Feedback in the Development and Assessment of
Interactional Competence (Nakatsuhara et al., 2018)

https://www.cambridgeenglish.org/Images/517543-research-notes-70.pdf

https://www.cambridgeenglish.org/Images/517543-research-notes-70.pdf


Conclusion

• Relevant tasks

• Clear and adequate 
criteria

• Feedback (summative, 
formative)
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•Thanks for listening!

•Questions and comments?
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Selected References Fluency
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